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ABSTRACT

The role of surface friction on shallow nonprecipitating convection is investigated using a series of large-eddy

simulations with varying surface friction velocity and with a cloud identification algorithm. As surface friction

intensifies, convective rolls dominate over convective cells and secondary overturning circulation becomes

stronger in the subcloud layer, thus transporting more moisture upward and more heat downward between the

subcloud and cloud layers. Identifying individual clouds, using the identification algorithm based on a three-

dimensional topological analysis, reveals that intensified surface friction increases the number of clouds and the

degree of tilting in the downstream direction. Highly intensified surface friction increases wind shear across the

cloud base and induces cloud tilting, which leads to a vertically parabolic profile of liquid water mixing ratio

instead of the classical two-layer structure (conditionally unstable and trade inversion layers). Furthermore, cloud

tilting inducesmore cloud cover andmore cloudmass fluxmuch above the cloud base (e.g., 0.8, z, 1.2 km), but

less cloud cover and less cloud mass flux in the upper cloud layer (e.g., z . 1.2 km) because of increased lateral

entrainment rate. Similarly, profiles of directly measured entrainment and detrainment rates show that de-

trainment in the lower cloud layer becomes smaller with stronger surface friction.

1. Introduction

Boundary layer clouds are still one of the largest un-

certainties in weather and climate prediction despite

their importance in the radiative feedback and energy/

hydrological cycle (Bony et al. 2006; Nuijens et al. 2015).

The uncertainty comes mainly from insufficient un-

derstanding of how turbulence and microphysics gen-

erate clouds in diverse environments (e.g., various wind

shear, thermal stratification, and humidity) and how

clouds mix with the environment (de Rooy et al. 2013).

In the subcloud layer below the cloud base, a variety

of turbulent organized structures, so-called coherent

structures, appear and transport momentum, heat, and

moisture upward and downward. For example, sweeps

and ejections stir surface-layer air, and thermal updrafts

pump up the mixed heat and moisture (Raupach 1981;

Katul et al. 1997; Couvreux et al. 2010). Convective cells

(rolls), composed of scattered (aligned) thermal up-

drafts and environmental subsidence, span the whole

subcloud layer and thus bring the surface-layer heat and

moisture upward up to the inversion layer, further

generating clouds (Park et al. 2016). The trapped/

overshooting updrafts and environmental subsidence

induce compensating overturning circulations, second-

ary to the geostrophic wind, and the secondary circula-

tions transport pumped-up/entrained air all through the

boundary layer (Stull 1988). Thus, the convective cells

and rolls play a major role in transporting bottom-

emitted scalars and entraining free-tropospheric air

(Sullivan et al. 1998; Gentine et al. 2015).

The temporal and spatial distributions of the above two

coherent structures are controlled by two key factors:

surface friction and buoyancy (Sykes and Henn 1989;

Moeng and Sullivan 1994; Salesky et al. 2016). The tem-

poral transition from the convective rolls to cells isCorresponding author: Seung-Bu Park, sseungbu@gmail.com
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frequently observed in the morning-to-afternoon conti-

nental dry convection when the diurnally increasing

sensible heat flux dominates surface friction (Weckwerth

et al. 1999). The spatial transition between the convective

cells and rolls can be found in regions where surface

roughness abruptly changes. For example, convective

cells become rolls and generate cloud trails behind small

islands (Matthews et al. 2007), and convective rolls are

dominant over the urban surfaces (Kropfli and Kohn

1978; Park andBaik 2014).However,most of such surface

roughness change is often accompanied by changes in

surface albedo and Bowen ratio, therefore limiting the

understanding and observation of the sole impact of

surface friction.

Surface friction controls the pattern of subcloud-layer

circulation and moisture transport therein and the num-

ber and morphology of clouds. Although the impact of

surface friction change within the subcloud layer can be

parameterized by the roughness length, drag (Grant and

Brown 1999), and entrainment heat flux (Troen and

Mahrt 1986; Moeng and Sullivan 1994) in numerical

weather and climate models (in which individual surface

eddies and thermal updrafts are not explicitly resolved),

its impact on clouds is poorly understood and thus cannot

be accurately represented yet. The entrainment and de-

trainment rates in particular, which quantify themixing of

clouds and the environment and determine the vertical

distribution of mass flux (de Rooy and Siebesma 2008),

need to be refined to accurately reflect the impact of

shear.

In this study, the role of surface friction on non-

precipitating shallow convection is investigated by

performing a series of large-eddy simulations with vary-

ing surface friction velocity in isolation from other

changes such as Bowen ratio changes. The paper is or-

ganized as follows. Section 2 describes the simulation

setup and cloud identification method. The impact of

surface friction on the subcloud and cloud layers is pre-

sented in section 3. A summary and conclusions are given

in section 4.

2. Methodology

a. Large-eddy simulation

In this study, we use the University of California, Los

Angeles, large-eddy simulation (UCLA-LES) model

(Stevens et al. 1999, 2005; Stevens and Seifert 2008) to

simulate nonprecipitating shallow cumulus convection.

The LES model solves implicitly filtered prognostic

equations of velocity components (u, y, w), liquid water

potential temperature ul, and total water mixing ratio

rt. The equations of prognostic variables on a staggered

three-dimensional grid are integrated using a third-order

Runge–Kutta scheme (Wicker and Skamarock 2002), and

the subgrid-scale fluxes of momentum and the thermo-

dynamic variables are parameterized using the Smagor-

insky model. The reversible conversion between water

vapor and liquid water (cloud) is modeled in this non-

precipitating cumulus simulation, and the liquid water

mixing ratio is diagnostically calculated using a saturation

adjustment scheme. The initial sounding, external forcing

(subsidence, large-scale drying, and geostrophic wind),

and surface heat and moisture fluxes described in

Siebesma et al. (2003) and Siebesma and Cuijpers (1995)

are used to simulate the tradewind cumulus convection in

the Barbados Oceanographic and Meteorological Ex-

periment (BOMEX; Holland and Rasmusson 1973). The

5123 5123 144 staggered grid points, spaced by 25m in

the x (east–west) and y (south–north) directions and 20–

52.3m in the z (vertical) direction, cover 12.8 3 12.8 3
3.06km3. A variable time step is used for the peak CFL

number Dtmax (ju/Dxj, jy/Dyj, jw/Dzj) not exceeding

0.5, and the scaled time step is ;1 s after spinup.

The surface friction velocity u* in the original

intercomparison study (Siebesma et al. 2003) was

fixed to 0.28ms21, and the surface momentum

fluxes are calculated as (u00w00e
0, y

00w00e
0)52u2

*3

(uDz/2=
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
u2
Dz/2 1 y2Dz/2

q
, yDz/2=

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
u2
Dz/2 1 y2Dz/2

q
), where the

tilde and double prime indicate gridbox averaging

(filtering) and subgrid-scale perturbation, respectively,

and the subscript Dz/2 indicates the center level of

the lowest grids above the ground. In this study, to assess

the impact of changes in surface friction and shear,

we vary u* between 0.07 and 0.56m s21, while keeping

the geostrophic wind the same: (ug, yg)5 (2101 1:83
1023zms21, 0m s21) where z is height above ground

level, and the same Coriolis parameter at 158N. The cases

are named smooth S3, S2, and S1; control (CTL); and

roughR1, R2, andR3 in order of u* magnitude (Table 1).

The numbers in the names indicate the surface smooth-

ness and roughness compared to the control case. The

control and six u*-altered cases are simulated for 6h, and

the data for the last 2h are sampled every 10min. In all

cases, the kinematic sensible and latent surface heat

fluxes are prescribed as constant and set to 9.46 and

153.01Wm22 as in Siebesma et al. (2003) to eliminate the

impact of surface friction on surface heat and moisture

fluxes. Indeed, otherwise, the subcloud layer would be

quite different in terms of their mean quantities, and we

could not understand the pure dynamical effect of surface

friction change. Although these idealized simulations

with fixed surface fluxes illustrate the sole dynamical

impact of surface friction changewell, in addition, we also

performed simulations with surface fluxes calculated us-

ingMonin–Obukhov similarity theory, and the results are
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presented in appendix B. Altering the surface fluxes ob-

viously strongly modifies the state of the subcloud and

cloud layers as it strongly modifies the heat and moisture

inputs of the simulations (appendix B, Fig. B1). We thus

believe that those simulations cannot directly be used to

understand and isolate the dynamical effect of momen-

tum; hence, our strategy is to only modify the shear effect

in themomentumbudget.Wealso performed simulations

without theCoriolis force (appendixB). Themain change

is that the heat and moisture can be transported up to

higher levels (Fig. B1), but the overall shape of the ver-

tical heat, moisture, and momentum transports is similar.

Given that we aremostly interested in tradewind shallow

convection and that the BOMEX case has been sub-

stantially evaluated, we thus decide to keep the same

Coriolis parameter as those reference simulations.

b. Identification of clouds

To analyze the statistics of individual clouds (e.g., their

size and number), we use an offline three-dimensional

cloud identification algorithm. Similar to a number of

previous studies (e.g., Dixon andWiener 1993; Heus et al.

2009), this algorithm uses connected cloudy grid cells

(rl $ 0.01 gkg21, where rl is liquid water mixing ratio) to

identify a cloud. However, clouds that consist of multiple

fragments (e.g., the westernmost cloud in Fig. 5b)

present a challenge for such cloud identification algo-

rithms (Heus et al. 2009). One approach that is often

taken is to further distinguish core regions (e.g., using

high liquid water mixing ratio) and their associated re-

gions. This can be done by introducing an additional

criterion for cores (e.g., Dawe andAustin 2012; Heus and

Seifert 2013). An alternative approach (Johnson et al.

1998; Yu and Yang 2017) is to use multiple thresholds.

The current algorithm uses a third different approach

based on a three-dimensional topological analysis of the

field. This algorithm does not divide the clouds into cores

and associated regions. Similar but more generic tech-

niques exist in the literature on computational geometry

(Carr et al. 2003), and topological methods have also

been used to analyze volcanic plumes (Kuhn and

Trömel 2015).

The algorithm starts by defining a binary mask M,

which in our case indicates whether a cell contains liquid

water (rl $ 0.01 g kg21), and an associated value field c,

which in our case is the field of liquid water mixing ratio.

The mask determines for which grid cells a cloud num-

ber is identified, whereas the value field is used to divide

TABLE 1. The surface friction velocity, subcloud-layer height (where the minimum of virtual potential temperature flux occurs), ratio of

subcloud-layer height andObukhov length, ratio of surface friction velocity andDeardorff convective velocity scale, and the total number

of identified clouds for 12 time instants in each case.

Case

S3 S2 S1 CTL R1 R2 R3

u* (m s21) 0.07 0.14 0.21 0.28 0.35 0.42 0.56

zi (m) 590 590 590 590 590 610 630

zi/L 392.1 49.0 14.5 6.1 3.1 1.9 0.8

u*/w* 0.10 0.20 0.30 0.40 0.50 0.60 0.79

Ncloud 2248 2229 2283 2302 2250 2703 2776

FIG. 1. A sketch explaining the merging algorithm using the different heights cc, cl , and cm.

The color shading illustrates the two-dimensional distribution of cloud fragments C1 and C2,

whereas our algorithm uses three-dimensional data.
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the field into different cloud fragments, which can bor-

der each other. This segmentation step is a two-step

process: First, we associate each grid cell with a local

maximum of c and identify fragments that are topo-

logically connected. The fragments can be thought of as

watersheds (related to a local maximum instead of a

local minimum). Subsequently, we merge the identified

fragments in case they are associated with a relatively

insignificant local maximum of c, as outlined below.

In the first fragment-identification step, we consider

neighboring values c(i6 1, j, k), c(i, j6 1, k), and

c(i, j, k6 1) for each cell.Wedetermine the neighbor that

corresponds to the steepest upward gradient (i.e., the

neighbor with the highest value of c). Only cell neighbors

where the mask M applies are taken into account. Each

cloudy cell is associated with a local maximum by follow-

ing the steepest gradient, and this process is iterated until a

full list of fragments and their local maxima is generated.

The second step identifies which of the fragments can

be merged. We have sketched this procedure in Fig. 1.

Here, we make use of cols, which in our case are the

three-dimensional equivalent of mountain passes. More

specifically, a value of c at a col is determined as follows:

We consider two clouds (or two cloud fragments if

merged) C1 and C2 that share a boundary (in principle,

clouds can share multiple boundaries, corresponding to

multiple cols). Subsequently, we consider the set of cells

on C1 that border C2, denoted here as C1,2. The value of

the field c that is highest in C1,2 is denoted as c1,2. In the

same way, a value c2,1 is determined on the other side of

the boundary. The lowest of these values is denoted as

the col value cc.

The merging criterion is then based on two other

values: 1) cl, which is the lowest of the two local maxima

corresponding to the two fragments, and 2) cm, which is

the lowest value anywhere on the two fragments. The

criterion used for merging is

c
l
2c

c

c
l
2c

m

# f . (1)

Here, f is a tunable cutoff parameter between 0 and 1.

Equation (1) implies that we use the relative importance

of a local maximum cl to determine which clouds qualify

as separate entities (Fig. 1). This is a similar problem to

deciding which mountain peaks to give a separate label

on a map. The cutoff parameter is set to 0.7 in our case.

Visual inspection showed this value was suitable for

tracking a number of individual cores (not shown). The

method of Carr et al. (2003) is more general and allows

for interactive exploration of a suitable merging crite-

rion. For the merging procedure, we start with the

highest col and process the cols in descending order.

3. Results

a. Sub-cloud-layer circulation and cloud-layer fluxes

With increasing u*, the averaged zonal velocity hui
decreases in magnitude, indicating weakened subcloud

layer easterly wind, and the zonal wind shear across the

top of subcloud layer (;0.6 km) increases (Fig. 2a).

Here, the angle brackets and the overbar indicate

FIG. 2. Profiles of horizontally and temporally (last 2 h) averaged

(a) zonal velocity, (b) total water mixing ratio, and (c) liquid water

potential temperature.
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horizontal and temporal (last 2 h) averages, respectively.

Intensifying surface friction, with increasing u*, de-

creases (increases) the amount of moisture in the sub-

cloud (cloud) layer because of stronger vertical moisture

transport (Fig. 2b). Similarly, intensified surface friction

increases (decreases) the liquid water potential tem-

perature in the subcloud (cloud) layer (Fig. 2c), thus

reducing the subcloud-layer relative humidity (not

shown). These two series of profiles indicate that in-

tensified surface friction transports more moisture up-

ward to the cloud layer and more heat downward into

the subcloud layer, because of the increased subcloud-

layer entrainment (otherwise called boundary layer

entrainment; Kim et al. 2006; Pino et al. 2003, 2006).

The impact of intensified surface friction is stronger in

the vertical distribution of liquid water mixing ratio

(Fig. 3a). While the control and weaker-surface-friction

(S1–S3) cases display a two-layer structure, condition-

ally unstable cloud and stable trade inversion layers,

stronger-surface-friction cases (R1–R3) show an asym-

metric parabolic distribution of liquid water. In-

tensifying surface friction decreases rl below z 5 0.8 km

and above z 5 1.4 km and increases rl between the two

levels. Specifically, the R2 and R3 cases show a highly

parabolic distribution peaking slightly above 1 km. This

latter change cannot be explained only by the increase of

subcloud-layer height zi (where the minimum of virtual

potential temperature flux occurs), which is only of a

few tens of meters (Table 1), because of the increased

subcloud-layer entrainment with intensified friction

(Kim et al. 2006; Pino et al. 2003, 2006; see below).

Cloud cover (defined as the fraction of cloudy grid

points at each level) shows a similar trend: increasing u*
generates more parabolic and higher cloudiness at

higher levels (z . 0.7 km; Fig. 3b). With intensifying

surface friction, the mass flux in cloudy regions (rl $

0.01 gkg21) increases at z 5 0.75–1.2 km and decreases

above z5 1.2 km compared to the control case (Fig. 3c).

On the other hand, the weak-surface-friction cases (S2

and S3) show increased mass flux at z 5 1.2–1.6 km,

implying deeper clouds above convective cells. With

increasing u*, the turbulent fluxes of heat and moisture

increase in the subcloud layer and in the lower cloud

layer below z 5 0.9 km (Figs. 3d,e). Above that level,

both turbulent fluxes in the R2 and R3 cases quickly

decrease with increasing height, when compared to the

control case, possibly because of the deformation of

clouds there (see below for a more detailed discussion of

the role of shear and cloud tilting).

Varying u* also affects momentum transport, and the

affected momentum flux and variance are presented

in appendix A for reference. The momentum flux is

substantially altered by changing surface friction as

expected, but it does not completely obey an eddy-

diffusion mass flux perspective, as recently emphasized

by Schlemmer et al. (2017).

Figure 4 shows the fields of vertical velocity in the

subcloud and cloud layers (at z 5 250 and 750m,

FIG. 3. Profiles of horizontally and temporally (last 2 h) averaged (a) liquid water mixing ratio, (b) cloud cover, (c) mass flux in the

cloudy region (rl $ 0.01 g kg21), (d) vertical turbulent flux of total water mixing ratio, and (e) vertical turbulent flux of liquid water

potential temperature.
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respectively) overlapped by 0.01 gkg21 contours of rl at

z5 750m in the S3, CTL, andR3 cases.While convective

cells are dominant in the smooth S3 case, convective rolls

dominate the subcloud layer in the control to R3 cases,

indicating that shear is already important in theCTL case.

In the S2 case, convective cells that are slightly stretched

in the x direction appear, and intermediate structures

between cells and rolls appear in the S1 case (not shown).

The transition between the cell and roll modes seems to

occur in the range of2zi/L5 15–20, as recently shown by

Salesky et al. (2016). Here, the Obukhov length L is de-

fined by 2u3

*Ty/kgQy0, where Ty is a reference mean

virtual temperature at the lowest grid level, k is the von

Kármán constant (0.4), g is the gravitational acceleration

(9.8ms22), and Qy0 is a kinematic virtual temperature

flux at the surface (Foken 2006). While clouds in the S3

case appear above the intersections of cellular branches

or branches themselves (Fig. 4d), most clouds in the CTL

and R3 cases appear above the rising branches of con-

vective rolls (Figs. 4e,f). We note that intensified surface

friction and strengthened convective rolls generate more

clouds above the rising branches of convective rolls. The

abundance of unsaturated updraft and downdraft struc-

tures (especially in the R3 case) is also notable. These

structures are generated by gravity waves or are left be-

low rising active clouds or dissipating updrafts (w .
0ms21), originated from forced clouds (confirmed in an

animation of w and rl). Thus, the increased number of

unsaturated updraft structures and forced clouds in the

R3 case implies again that intensified surface friction

generates more clouds in the lower cloud layer. We note

that this cloud number change may be due not only to

changes in the organization of convection but also to

slight changes in the mean subcloud-layer state. How-

ever, the increased wind shear across zi and subcloud-

layer entrainment generates a drier and warmer subcloud

layer (Fig. 2) and thus lower subcloud-layer relative hu-

midity (not shown), which should reduce the small forced

or passive cloud cover. In fact, we observe the opposite

behavior, with increased cloud number and cloud cover at

higherwind shear.We thus conclude that the higher small

cloud frequency in the intensified surface friction is

purely a dynamical effect.

The x–z cross-sectional views of clouds and zonal

velocity show more drastic differences between the

smooth, control, and rough cases (Fig. 5). In all cases,

clouds are connected to subcloud-layer thermals, in-

dicated by red contours of 0.8m s21 vertical velocity in

FIG. 4. Fields of vertical velocity at 6 h and z5 750m in the (a) S3, (b) CTL, and (c) R3 cases. (d)–(f) As in (a)–(c), but at z5 250m. Black

contours of 0.01 g kg21 liquid water mixing ratio at z 5 750m are added in all the panels.
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Fig. 5. Groups of thermals appear in the cellular

branches of convective cells (Fig. 5a) or uprising

branches of convective rolls (Figs. 5b,c). Many thermals

in the roll-dominated cases are located in low-zonal-

velocity regions (e.g., u . 27m s21 in the CTL and

u.24m s21 in theR3 cases), but the thermals’ location

and zonal velocity is much less correlated in the cell-

dominated S3 case. Clouds in the S3 case are typically

upright or slightly tilted in the upstream direction (here,

to the east; Fig. 2a). Similarly, clouds in the CTL case

tend to be upright. In the R3 case, however, clouds are

strongly tilted in the downstream direction (here, to the

west), and the vertical extent of clouds is strongly sup-

pressed compared to the smoother cases. We note that

the updraft-merged structures (e.g., red contours at x5
4 km and z5 1 km in Fig. 5c) are also tilted downstream,

but they are less tilted than clouds (black contours).

The difference of the tilting between the updrafts and

scalars (e.g., moisture) may be a challenge for the pa-

rameterization of convective momentum transport and

cloud cover.

The slanted clouds are suspected to induce different

mass, heat, andmoisture fluxprofiles (Fig. 3; see section 3b).

To further evaluate this, we turn to conditional flux

sampling. The profiles of conditionally sampled variables

over updraft (plus-sign subscript where w. 0ms21) and

downdraft (minus-sign subscript where w , 0ms21) re-

gions, respectively, illustrate the systematic changes with

intensifying surface friction (Fig. 6). Intensified surface

friction increases the fraction of updrafts in the subcloud

and lower cloud layers (below z 5 1km). This change in

the dynamics leads to an increase in cloud fraction. In the

S1–S3 and CTL cases, the fraction of updrafts decreases

with height below z 5 0.4km (less than 0.4 in the sub-

cloud inversion layer) because of the dissipation of ther-

mals in the stable and weakly subsiding environment.

The updraft fraction in the R2 and R3 cases, however, in-

creases with height above z5 0.25km, and this increase is

attributable to the strengthened roll circulation and higher

probability of surface-layer thermals rising through the

uprising branches. The vertical velocity of the condition-

ally averaged updrafts decreases while the counterpart

FIG. 5. Fields of zonal velocity at 6 h in the x–z plane in the (a) S3, (b) CTL, and (c) R3 cases. Black contours of 0.01 g kg21 liquid water

mixing ratio and red contours of 0.8m s21 vertical velocity are added.
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(downdraft vertical velocity) increases with intensifying

surface friction (Fig. 6b). Despite the weaker updraft in-

tensity in the R2 and R3 cases, the updraft mass flux in-

creases with intensifying surface friction because of the

increasedupdraft fraction, and theflux increase is distinct in

the upper subcloud and lower cloud layers (Fig. 6c).

We suspect that more surface-layer thermals in the

roll-dominated cases (R2 and R3) rise through the up-

rising branches of convective rolls because of the in-

creased updraft fraction, experiencing a locally less

stable thermal environment (solid lines in Fig. 6d). In-

stead, in the weaker-circulation (S1, CTL, and R1) or

cell-dominated (S2 and S3) cases, more surface-layer

thermals are exposed to more stable and weakly sub-

siding environment (dashed lines in Fig. 6d) because of

the increased fraction of downdrafts, then being dissi-

pated before reaching the cloud layer. Another possi-

bility is that thermals in the roll-dominated cases are less

exposed to entrainment and/or detrainment because of

their roll organization, protecting against dissipation.

Furthermore, the warmer subcloud layer and cooler

cloud layer in the R2 and R3 cases decrease the thermal

stratification more than in the other cases, helping

thermals rise through the subcloud inversion layer and

erode the thermal inversion again.

b. Clouds’ characteristics

All the clouds at the 12 time instants, every 10min in

the last 2 h, are identified using the method described in

section 2b. As seen in Fig. 4, a larger number of clouds

are identified in the R2 and R3 cases (1.38–1.41 km22

per instant) compared to the smoother cases where

;1.15 clouds appear at each time instant and per square

kilometer (Table 1). Figure 7 shows the identified clouds

with their volume being shaded at the last time instant

(6 h) in the S3, CTL, and R3 cases. The cloud identifi-

cation method identifies adjacent but different clouds

above convective cells (Fig. 7a) or above convective

rolls (Figs. 7b,c). The increasing number of clouds with

intensifying surface friction is confirmed again at the

level z5 750m in Fig. 7. The x–z cross-sectional view of

the clouds in Fig. 8 illustrates the complex shapes of

clouds and subcloud-layer thermals (e.g., Heus and

Jonker 2008). The method in this study separates dif-

ferent clouds even though they are weakly connected.

For example, two deep clouds in the CTL case at

x 5 25.6 and 24.6 km, respectively, are actually con-

nected, but they are identified as two different clouds

(Fig. 8b). More information (e.g., volume, depth, and

tilting in the x direction) on each cloud are added in

Fig. 8 to compare with the statistics in Fig. 9.

The histograms of clouds binned by volume, depth,

and the degree of cloud tilting in the x and y directions

are plotted in Fig. 9. The volume (depth) histograms use

10 logarithmically spaced bins bounded by their mini-

mum, 1.25 3 1025 km3 (20m), and maximum, 0.81 km3

(1460m). The histograms of cloud tilting in the x (y)

direction use 10 linearly spaced bins bounded by 25.23

FIG. 6. Profiles of horizontally and temporally (last 2 h) averaged (a) fraction of updraft region, (b) vertical velocity conditionally

averaged over updraft (solid) and downdraft (dashed) regions, (c) mass flux in the updraft region, and (d) the vertical gradient of liquid

water potential temperature, averaged over updraft (solid) and downdraft (dashed) regions.
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(24.44) and 4.20 (3.41). The volume of each cloud is

calculated as the number of occupied grid points

multiplied by the volume of single grid (DxDyDz).
The volume histograms show peaks at the smallest

bin (smaller than 3 grid boxes) and at the bin cover-

ing 3.2 3 1023–9.6 3 1023 km3. The latter peaks cor-

respond to developing clouds (like the easternmost

yellow cloud in Fig. 8c), larger than forced or just-

overshooting clouds ($1024 km3) but smaller than

mature deep clouds (;0.1 km3). With intensifying

surface friction, the number of clouds smaller than

0.1 km3 increases, and the number increase is distinct

for the small clouds (,3.2 3 1023 km3) in the R2 and

R3 cases. Cloud depth is simply calculated as the dif-

ference between the highest grid’s top height and

lowest grid’s bottom height in each cloud. The depth

histograms peak at the bin covering 171–262m in the S2

case and at the bin covering 262–403m in all the other

cases. Again, intensifying surface friction generates

more clouds across all bins except the largest one, and

the gap between the R2 and R3 cases and the other

cases is dominant. We note that cloud number in the S3

case is larger than that in any other case at the depth

bins larger than 619m.

The tilting of every cloud is then quantified. To do so,

the center of mass in liquid water mixing ratio is calcu-

lated at all levels reached by each cloud, and the vertical

gradient of the center of mass in the x and y directions is

calculated using the least squares polynomial fit. The

histograms of cloud tilting in the x direction show peaks

at;21 in theR2 andR3 cases and;0 in the other cases;

this confirms the slanted (upright) clouds in the R3 (S3

and CTL) cases in Figs. 5 and 8. The histograms also

capture the fact that the S2 and S3 cases have more

clouds weakly tilted in the upstream direction at tilting

bins 1 and 2 (Fig. 5a). Figure 9d illustrates that more

clouds are slightly tilted in the positive y direction (here,

to the north). This is because the Coriolis force and

friction turnmean flow anticlockwise downward into the

subcloud layer (Ekman spiral; Fig. A1a) and the

northward tilting increases with intensifying surface

friction but less distinct than in the x direction.

To investigate the vertical distribution of clouds and

mass flux, horizontal area (NcDxDy, where Nc is the

number of grid points occupied by each cloud) and

vertical velocity averaged over the horizontal area of the

individual clouds are calculated at all levels and the

histograms logarithmically binned by horizontal area at

all levels are plotted in Fig. 10. The horizontal cloud area

bins are bounded by its minimum of 625m2 and maxi-

mum of 1.54 3 106m2 (0.94% of the horizontal domain

area). The second row in Fig. 10 shows the histograms

weighted by horizontal area (i.e., where every bin count

FIG. 7. Fields of identified clouds at 6 h and at z 5 750m in the

(a) S3, (b) CTL, and (c) R3 cases. Color shading indicates the

volume of each cloud. Gray dashed lines mark the corresponding

x–z planes in Fig. 8.
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is multiplied by its horizontal area to represent cloud

cover). In calculating the histograms in the third row of

Fig. 10, every bin count is multiplied by its air density,

horizontal area, and vertical velocity to represent the

contribution of each size bin to cloud mass flux.

In the S1–S3 cases, more clouds rise to higher levels

with decreasing surface friction (Figs. 10a–c). In the

R1–R3 cases, cloud base rises, as the subcloud-layer

height increases with surface friction and becomes drier

with increased subcloud-layer entrainment, but fewer

clouds rise to the upper cloud layer (e.g., z5 1.2–1.5 km;

Figs. 10e–g). The maximum peak of cloud number

shifts from 0.1 (S3) to 0.05 km2 (R3), indicating that in-

tensifying surface friction generates more small clouds

in the lower cloud layer (e.g., below z 5 0.9 km; Figs. 4

and 7). However, the larger clouds contribute more to

the total cloud cover and cloud mass flux compared to

the small clouds.

Clouds larger than 0.1 km2 mostly contribute to cloud

cover slightly above cloud base (;0.6 km) in the S1–S3

and CTL cases (Figs. 10h–k). Instead, clouds well above

the cloud base (e.g., z $ 0.65 km) contribute more to

cloud cover in the R2 and R3 cases with more smaller

clouds (,0.1 km2) being left below (Figs. 10m,n). This

kind of trendmatches the highly parabolic rl distribution

in the R2 and R3 cases (Fig. 3a). The histograms rep-

resenting cloud mass flux show a similar trend with the

cloud-cover histograms except more distinct contribu-

tion of clouds at higher level. Again, with intensifying

surface friction, the center of the histograms shifts to

higher levels, indicating that cloud tilting induces more

cloud mass flux at higher level (e.g., above z 5 0.8 km;

Figs. 10o–u).

The entrainment and detrainment rates across clouds

(rl 5 0.01gkg21), following the method of Romps (2010;

i.e., the so-called direct entrainment rates), confirm the

FIG. 8. Fields of identified clouds at 6 h in the x–z plane in the (a) S3, (b) CTL, and (c) R3 cases. All the clouds are randomly renumbered

for better visualization. Red contours of 0.8m s21 vertical velocity are added. Volume, depth, and the degree of tilting in the x direction of

each cloud are added to compare with the statistics in Fig. 9.
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difference in cloud fraction and cloud mass flux with in-

creasing u* (Fig. 11). In the S3 and CTL cases, entrain-

ment minus detrainment rates, corresponding to net

entrainment into clouds (proportional to d log(Mc)/dz,

where Mc is cloud mass flux), has a positive peak at zi, a

negative peak at z; 0.7km, and a smaller negative peak

in the trade inversion layer (Fig. 11a). While the positive

and negative peaks at ;100m above zi are attributable

to the generation and dissipation of small clouds, re-

spectively, the peak in the trade inversion layer is related

to deeper clouds, actively detraining at their tops. In the

R3 case, however, the positive peak is smaller than in

the other two cases, and only one negative peak appears

at z; 1.1 km (well above zi). The fractional detrainment

rate in the R3 case at z; 0.75 km is smaller than that in

the other cases (Fig. 11c), indicating that fewer small

clouds terminate at this height. Instead, both the frac-

tional entrainment and detrainment rates in the R3 case

at z ; 1.2 km are larger than those in the other cases,

implying more active airflow across the surfaces of tilted

clouds (Figs. 11b,c). Thus, the detrainment of clouds in

theR3 case dependsmore on (local) shear instability but

less on environmental stability.

4. Summary and conclusions

The role of surface friction on shallow convection has

been investigated using a series of large-eddy simula-

tions with varying surface friction velocity and using a

cloud identification algorithm. In reality, such strong

surface friction can be due to increased ocean waves or

canopy drag (Sullivan et al. 2014; Patton et al. 2015).

FIG. 9. Histograms of identified clouds binned by their (a) volume, (b) depth, (c) tilting in the x direction, and (d) tilting

in the y direction. Tilting is quantified by the vertical gradient of center of mass (liquid water mixing ratio).
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With intensifying surface friction, convective rolls

dominate over cells, and secondary overturning circu-

lation, represented by updraft mass flux here, becomes

stronger in the subcloud layer and is accompanied by

more frequent small clouds despite the lower relative

humidity in the subcloud layer. Intensified surface fric-

tion transports more moisture upward and more heat

downward between the subcloud and lower cloud layers.

Highly intensified surface friction in the two most in-

tense cases induces more liquid water and larger cloud

mass flux in the lower cloud layer (e.g., 0.8 , z ,
1.2 km), while the classical two-layer structure is kept in

the weaker-surface-friction cases. Identifying and ana-

lyzing individual clouds reveals that intensified surface

friction increases the number of clouds and the degree of

tilting in the downstream direction. Cloud tilting induces

more cloud mass flux at higher level (e.g., 0.8 , z ,
1.2 km), and this trend corresponds to the profiles of

directly measured entrainment and detrainment rates,

showing less detrainment in the lower cloud layer. Op-

posite to the lower cloud-layer behavior, cloud tilting

induces less cloud mass flux and less moisture and heat

transport at higher levels (e.g., z. 1.2 km), that is, in the

cloud inversion layer. This trend is explained by the in-

creased entrainment rate with cloud tilting with higher

wind shear. In other words, tilted sheared clouds expe-

rience more lateral entrainment per unit height as they

are tilted compared to the vertical.

We have shown that clouds are intimately connected

to the subcloud-layer coherent structures: stronger sur-

face friction leads to convective rolls (Mason and Sykes

1982; Sykes and Henn 1989), and larger wind shear

across the convection layer (Kim et al. 2003), and thus

tilting clouds and changing vertical fluxes of mass, heat,

and moisture. A challenge is to understand the differ-

ence between the progression of cloudy updrafts and

advection of liquid water. The newly condensed parts,

usually tops of cloudy updrafts, accelerate air around,

>

FIG. 10. Histograms of clouds binned by their horizontal area, calculated at all levels, in the (a) S3, (b) S2, (c) S1, (d) CTL, (e) R1, (f) R2,

and (g) R3 cases. (h)–(n) Histograms weighted by horizontal area to illustrate binned cloud cover. (o)–(u) Every bin count of the his-

tograms is multiplied by its air density, horizontal area, and vertical velocity to illustrate binned cloud mass flux.
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and the accelerated rising air pulls moisture higher up,

continuing condensation. Cloudy air, detrained from or

left below the successive updrafts, is passively advected

and thus tilted differently. We suggest that a new shal-

low convection parameterization should handle the

updrafts’ progression and passive water advection sep-

arately. Then, more accurate parameterization of cloud

cover and deepening of convection especially in re-

sponse to shear will be possible.

Understanding convective momentum transport

(CMT) through the convective rolls and tilted clouds is

also challenging. Although accurate CMT parameteriza-

tion can reduce the biases in surface winds and in tropical

convection (Richter and Rasch 2008), CMT is not suffi-

ciently understood nor accurately parameterized because

CMT and convective scalar transport are quite different

even in shallow convection (appendix A). Further study

focusing on the impacts of wind shear on CMT and the

pressure effect (Schlemmer et al. 2017) is required. In

addition, more realistic simulations could be performed

using a closed surface energy slab-oceanmodel (Tan et al.

2016), resolving atmospheric and ocean eddies together

(Esau 2014) but will render the analysis more difficult, in

particular the decoupling between the dynamic and ther-

modynamic effects. These closer-to-real-world simula-

tions would help us better understand and parameterize

the atmospheric response to surface friction change (e.g.,

impacts on momentum and/or scalar transport, cloud

cover, energy balance, and general circulation).
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APPENDIX A

Impacts of Varying Surface Friction Velocity on
Momentum Fluxes

The averaged meridional velocity increases in magni-

tude with increasing u* because intensified friction rotates

flow more southward (Ekman spiral) and the rotated

layer becomes deeper with intensifying surface friction

(Fig. A1). The zonal and meridional velocity variances

show peaks at the top of surface layer (Moeng and

Sullivan 1994) and at the top of subcloud layer. The two

variances almost monotonically increase with u* in the

subcloud and cloud layers except that the variances in

theR3 case are smaller than those in the other cases in the

surface layer. This can be attributed to too weak surface-

layer flow (jhuij, 3ms21 at 0.1zi) in theR3 case (Fig. 2a).

The vertical velocity variance hasmaxima in themiddle of

the subcloud layer (Moeng and Sullivan 1994), and in the

cloud layer, it increases (decreases) with u* below (above)

z ; 1.2km. This exactly matches the trend of vertical

turbulent fluxes of heat and moisture in the cloud layer

(Figs. 3d,e). However, the vertical fluxes of zonal mo-

mentum and meridional momentum increase mono-

tonically with intensifying surface friction (Figs. A1e,f).

This indicates that themomentum transportmechanism is

different from the scalar transportmechanism in the cloud

layer as emphasized by Schlemmer et al. (2017).

APPENDIX B

Impacts of the Coriolis Force and Interactive Surface
Fluxes

A large-eddy simulation with the same setup as the CTL

case but without the Coriolis force (noCF) is performed to

see how much the Coriolis force affects the results. When

the Coriolis force vanishes, the mean easterly is slightly

decelerated. The vertical turbulent fluxes of moisture and

heat increase above z ; 1.1km (and slightly decrease in

the lower cloud layer) when compared to the CTL case

(158N latitude), indicating that the Coriolis parameter has

some influence on the depth of convection.

Two more simulations, where all the surface fluxes

are calculated by Monin–Obukhov similarity theory

(MOST), are performed to show a response of scalar

(heat and/or moisture) flux to intensifying surface fric-

tion. Here, the sea surface temperature is fixed to

300.4K, and the surface roughness lengths are 33 1024

m in theMOST control (MOC) and 0.03m in theMOST

rough (MOR) cases, respectively. The vertical profiles

of the momentum fluxes in the two cases are well

matched to their counterparts (Figs. B1b,c). However,

the vertical profiles of moisture and heat in the MOC

and MOR cases are totally different from their coun-

terparts (Figs. B1d,e). Especially in the MOR case, the

FIG. A1. Profiles of horizontally and temporally (last 2 h) averaged (a) meridional velocity, (b) zonal velocity variance, (c) meridional

velocity variance, (d) vertical velocity variance, and vertical turbulent fluxes of (e) zonal momentum and (f) meridional momentum.
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surface flux of total water mixing ratio (moisture input)

is almost twice that in the CTL case, thus inducing

completely different distribution pattern of moisture.

This again indicates that the setup with the fixed surface

heat and moisture fluxes in this study was required to

investigate the sole dynamical impact of surface friction.
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